
Wean-to-Finish Feeders
Big Wheel® RF2 feeders are fully wean-to-finish capable.

Fast, easy starting.  Efficient, waste-free finishing!

For nearly two decades, leading hog produc-
ers have known that Osborne’s Big Wheel® 
feeder is the most efficient of any feeder made.  
With patented mechanical-flow design, “NO 
WASTE” feeding has become an Osborne 
trademark.  Osborne feeders set a new perfor-
mance standard in the industry.

WEAN-TO-FINISH TOO
Now with a new, improved 5-spoke feed 
wheel and time proven trough design, the Big 
Wheel RF2 finish feeder has shown critical 
top producers that 60 head of early-weaned 
pigs are easily started with mini-
mum attention.  No compromise 
on performance at market weight 
is required.  The RF2 meets all 
critical parameters cited by leading 
veterinarians for wean-to-finish, but 
without losing any of the well-known 
Osborne performance.

Put the RF2 feeder in the fenceline 
with Fenceline Adapters.  Fine-
ly ground, high-moisture, 
or high-fat feeds flow 
smoothly to pigs with 
bump-bar agitators.  
Pigs always get fed.

ROUND 
ACCESS MEANS 
BETTER PERFORMANCE

•   Less pen space required
•   Greater standing-room space for hogs

Osborne Big Wheel Feeders spread the ani-
mals radially.  Less physical contact means 
less wasteful competition.  Rectangular feed-
ers force pigs into close contact. Linear trough 
space is never fully used, and pen space is 
always less for Big Wheel.

SELF-CLEANING
The shape of the Big Wheel trough was suc-
cessfully engineered twenty years ago for 
all pigs, including modern wean-to-finish 
weights.  Learning to feed themselves is easy 
with the new RF2.  Feed stays clean and fresh  
with a Big Wheel trough, mighty important 
for small pigs!  Big Wheel performance for 
market weight pigs is well known.

STRESS-FREE FEEDING
Large trough openings minimize stress and 
to permit natural eating behavior from the             

nursery to finish.

Round troughs mean less eating 
stress. More trough space means 
better access for pigs.

Give the wheel a turn or two to get 
feed flow started.  Then “prime” 

the trough for weaners once or 
twice.  They quickly learn to 

eat their fill while playing 
with the feed wheel.

DURABILITY
Each Osborne feeder is made with heavy steel 
and Osborne RTM-Glass for years of profit-
able performance.  The results are the proof.

DIMENSIONS 
Size: 36-in high, 22-in hopper diameter, 31-in 
trough diameter, 32.75 with Fenceline Adapt-
ers.
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Drawing depicts 
proportional size of 
200 lb. hogs on a Big 
Wheel Wean-to-Finish 
feeder and a 4-hole 
rectangular feeder.


